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Our Goal as Parents
Help Children Develop Social and Emotional Skill

Prepare them for the world that exists, not what we wish 
existed

Keep them emotionally close to us
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Discipline
• It is not what we “DO TO” our kids
• It IS what we hope to teach them, hope they 

develop
• Nobody learns anything through shame, guilt, 

anger
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Taking a long-term view
Short-term strategies may be effective immediately, but what do they do 
to the relationship long-term?

What will they remember about how we delivered consequences?

They way you present yourself: does it lead to more or less 
closeness?

It is NOT what they do ….It is what YOU do next that matters
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How to help them develop discipline
• They are part of the family, not the 

centerpiece
• Chores – Start early, I do, we do, you do, Avoid 

“Redoing” their work once they know how
• Allowance is fine, but have basic expectations of 

performance without pay
• Give the family some of their time 
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When they challenge us – view as
• Skill deficit or performance deficit : Bicycle Analogy

• The demands of the current situation outstrip their capacity 
at this moment
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Your Mindset is Important
• Assume Positive Intent

• Consistency – show up every time but pick your battles

• Instant forgiveness  
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Techniques to inspire 
cooperation
• Humor (bob did it)

• Give them some control or choice

• Need ratio of 5 to 1 to build a relationship

• Open for self-evaluation - you are positive about their 
performance, ask what they think about 

• Aware of their (and our) triggers
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Getting them to “do the Stuff”
• Stop being the “task police” as soon as possible

• Start with Lists (Paper, electronic) of things that need to be done
• ”How is the list coming” – time reminder

• Their Performance helps the family run smoothly, part of responsibility 
of living in society (family)

• ”You and I both know…what’s your plan”

• “When you…..then you (we) can….”

© Dr. Julene Nolan 2022
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Consequences: In general: Life includes this
They need a consequence to help them remember 
expectations

Delivered by same loving, kind, patient parent as 
when they are at their best

You MUST take care of yourself first in order to do 
this
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Consequences: In general
• House rules and consequences are known in advance
• Requests are not surprises – kids know what is 

expected
• Consequences least aversive, smallest, easiest to carry 

out
• Delivered without anger, frustration, shaming, etc.
• Pace of change
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Consequences: Pre-K Years
• Your most important tool is your attention, your presence, your 

connection, Careful how/When you “show UP”

• Time dedicated to undivided attention

• Consistency is the key – they need lots of practice
• Ignore overly emotional responses (you hate me, I’m a bad kid)

• The “what” of consequence less important than the ”how”

• “when you…then you (we) can…”

• Choice
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Consequences: Early Elementary
• Natural consequences – self teaching lessons, 

especially before MS, don’t save them from discomfort
• What experience will make them a better teenager, 

young adult, grown up?
• Take Emotion out of it….how many times must I tell 

you?
• What they do now does not predict later outcomes –

what we do next does
• ”You and I both know that….what is you plan?”
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Consequences: Middle School
• They need us as much now as they did in 

toddlerhood – just in a different way
• Identity development phase – it is their job to push 

boundaries
• Pre-planned consequences (which they participate in 

forming) work best
• Think about safety – Rules and consequences around 

phone, internet access, gaming
• This might be the most emotionally triggering time 

for us
© Dr. Julene Nolan 2022
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How Parenting Changes in Adolescence
We become more “Curious Coach”

• Let them be the expert 
• Allow them to experience natural consequences as often as 

possible
• Ask questions without interrogating
• Give Examples: “I heard…..do you think that is true?”
• Be available to talk when they want to, About what they want

• Car
• Bedtime
• When we want to watch a show

© Dr. Julene Nolan 2022
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Changes in Adolescence
We are still their most important influence 
and role model
• Even when they groan, roll eyes, scoff, they 

are listening
• They see and hear everything
• Carful how you model “adulting” (lying, 

breaking rules, apologizing, taking 
responsibility)
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Parenting Later
Take your time – Put off Discipline Until you are Calm

• No need to reply in the moment 
• Model taking Care of Yourself
• When we get emotional (furious, frustrated, loose our cool) 

they come to think of us as emotionally weak
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How to manage the moment
• Stop, breathe, picture your best self, act

• Zoom out

• Life includes this

• How might I use this
• Recognize catastrophizing

• Reframing 

• Thoughts stopping and replacing
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• Have a plan
• Gratitude, empathy, remorse – practice first 

and then it becomes internalized – unless 
they feel shamed, ridiculed.
• Most important to take care of yourself
• Discipline for visiting relatives (boundaries)

Holidays, special occasions, when 
they embarrass us 
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Parenting Includes Grief
• Every stage is a mixed bag
• Particularly difficult from fabulous 5 to trying 

tween
• Take it easy on yourself
• If you are warm, consistent, predictable, you 

can make lots of mistakes and they will still be 
ok.
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